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ABSTRACT We show that regenerating planarians’ normal anterior-posterior pattern can be permanently rewritten by a brief
perturbation of endogenous bioelectrical networks. Temporary modulation of regenerative bioelectric dynamics in amputated
trunk fragments of planaria stochastically results in a constant ratio of regenerates with two heads to regenerates with normal
morphology. Remarkably, this is shown to be due not to partial penetrance of treatment, but a profound yet hidden alteration to
the animals’ patterning circuitry. Subsequent amputations of the morphologically normal regenerates in water result in the same
ratio of double-headed to normal morphology, revealing a cryptic phenotype that is not apparent unless the animals are cut.
These animals do not differ from wild-type worms in histology, expression of key polarity genes, or neoblast distribution. Instead,
the altered regenerative bodyplan is stored in seemingly normal planaria via global patterns of cellular resting potential. This
gradient is functionally instructive, and represents a multistable, epigenetic anatomical switch: experimental reversals of bioelectric state reset subsequent regenerative morphology back to wild-type. Hence, bioelectric properties can stably override
genome-default target morphology, and provide a tractable control point for investigating cryptic phenotypes and the stochasticity of large-scale epigenetic controls.

INTRODUCTION
Regeneration is thought to be a deterministic, robust process
that precisely rebuilds the species-appropriate anatomical
structures that are missing after significant injury (1). Here
we show a striking counterexample illustrating that physiological manipulation can stably alter an animal’s target
morphology (the anatomical configuration that, once
reached, causes regenerative growth and extensive remodeling to cease). Transformative advances in regenerative medicine will require understanding of the control systems that
determine a given organism’s large-scale anatomical
pattern. Such controllers must integrate mechanisms over
multiple scales, from molecular-level biochemical processes to system-level anatomical outcomes (2,3). To
uncover biophysical epigenetic controls of body-wide
patterning, we investigated the role of endogenous bioelectric signaling in this process in the highly regenerative
planarian (Dugesia japonica).
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Endogenous bioelectricity is an important emerging field
(4–10). Numerous studies over the last century have characterized endogenous electric fields and ion currents that
precede and predict important events in embryogenesis,
regeneration, and cancer (10–19). Functional work has
implicated developmental bioelectric states in the regulation
of cell behavior such as proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation (20,21), as well as tissue-level responses such
as wound healing (22–25) and appendage regeneration
(26–34). Recent advances have resulted in the establishment
of molecular-genetic tools for manipulation of bioelectric
signaling (35–38), and the integration of this biophysical,
epigenetic layer of control with canonical signaling pathways and downstream transcriptional cascades (16,39–41).
This field is also of significant importance for biomedicine,
via the identification of numerous developmental channelopathies (42–44), the application of bioelectric signaling in
cancer (36,45–48), and an appreciation of its role in stem
cell bioengineering (49–53). It is becoming clear that
endogenous voltage gradients are powerful, instructive
cues that regulate growth and form (54). However, key
questions remain about the bioelectric code—the mapping
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between stable (nonneural) electric states and subsequent
anatomical outcomes.
Classical data in this field (55–58) addressed the ability of
external electrical stimulation to reset the polarity of fragments in planaria—a system with extremely robust regenerative patterning. Recently, our group used biophysical
(59–61) and computational (62–66) approaches to probe
the fundamental issue of how pieces of planaria know which
structures to make at which end. Here, we specifically test
the hypothesis that bodywide bioelectric gradients serve as
a kind of pattern memory (67)—an input into the integrated
cellular decisions that allow the animal to recreate the same,
invariant target morphology after damage and stop growth
and remodeling as soon as that correct anatomy has been
achieved. We also address the ubiquitous issue of variability,
investigating in depth what happens to animals that seem to
escape a particular experimental perturbation.
We found that altered bioelectric patterns underlie
discrete, stochastic, and stable alterations to postregeneration axial polarity. Moreover, experimentally inverting the
bioelectric signal rescued normal bodyplan anatomy,
showing the bioelectric gradients to function as a bistable
pattern memory switch that can reverse molecular-genetic
commitment of axial polarity. We also uncovered a cryptic
phenotype in animals that appear normal under molecular
and histological assays but regenerate with a different
pattern when cut due to their internal bioelectric state.
This reveals that the bioelectric switch stores the pattern
for future regeneration events within a currently normal
anatomy. These experiments reveal a powerful instructive
role for bioelectricity as a mediator of reprogramming of
regenerative morphology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Colony care and sample sizes
A clonal strain of D. japonica was kept and maintained as in Oviedo et al.
(68) and was starved for >7 days before cutting, a standard method used in
this model system to reduce variability of data by controlling for the metabolic status of individuals (68). Planaria continued to be starved for the
duration of the full experiment, which had no detrimental effect on regenerative ability or speed. Planaria at the start of each experiment were between 5 and 20 mm before being amputated into fragments. For each
experiment, standard numbers of worms routinely used in the planarian
literature were utilized to sufficiently capture significant differences given
the amount of variation that is known to exist in each type of measurement.

Gap junction blockage and amputations
Amputations were performed as in Nogi and Levin (69). Fragments containing the pharynx were made using a sharp scalpel on a moistened and
cooled Kimwipe (Kimberly-Clark, New Milford, CT) and piece of filter paper. Within 30 min of cutting, pharynx-containing fragments were transferred into an octanol solution (8-OH), prepared by slowly diluting 10 mL
of 1-octanol (RM00050; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) into 500 mL of
commercial natural spring water (Poland Spring, PS; Poland Spring Water,
Framingham, MA) to a final concentration of 127 mM as in Oviedo et al.
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(70). 8-OH was left on a stir plate to mix for at least 30 min before treatment. 8-OH was remade and replaced daily for the first three days
postamputation, then planaria were moved to PS in deep-dish plates
(100  20 mm; Fisherbrand; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) to
regenerate in groups of 30 worms until day 21 before scoring and sorting.
Sample sizes represented in text reflect pooled data from multiple replicates
over the course of several months. Planaria were left at 20 C for the first
seven days, then moved to 10 C to prevent fissioning.

Phenotype scoring
Scoring was performed under a model No. SV6 dissecting microscope (Carl
Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Criteria for a double-head (DH) phenotype
were at least one eye on each side of the planarian. Criteria for a cryptic
phenotype include at least one eye on the anterior side of the planarian,
no eyes on the apparent posterior region, and no indication of other ectopic
structures. The very rare (2.1%) regenerates that did not meet these scoring
requirements developed an eyeless, radial body plan and were not analyzed
further.

Secondary and tertiary amputations
Planaria were sorted according to phenotype after 21 days of regeneration
and cut on the same cutting surface using the same tools as the first round of
amputations. DH were amputated on either side of the two pharynxes.
Heads and tail tips of similar size were removed from either side of the
planarian and the remaining pharynx-containing fragments were allowed
to regenerate in deep-dish plates until day 21 in PS until the next round
of scoring, sorting, and subsequent amputation. Sample sizes represented
in text reflect pooled data from multiple replicates over the course of several
months. These experiments focus on the pharyngeal fragment rather than
the pretail fragment found to produce 100% DHs in Oviedo et al. (70).

In situ hybridization
Animals were fixed in Carnoy solution for whole-mount in situ hybridization as in Nogi and Levin (69) for mature anterior tissue markers. For other
probes, animals were formaldehyde-based fixed as in Pearson et al. (71).
Probes used were: CNS marker PC2 (72), tail marker Frizzled-T (73), anterior markers 0821_HN, 1008_HH (74) (kind gifts from T. Gojobori), and
anterior specification marker ndk (75).

Immunofluorescence and immunohistochemistry
Animals were fixed in Carnoy solution as in Nogi and Levin (69). For
immunofluorescence, planaria were processed and imaged as in Reddien
et al. (76).
Primary antibody: a-phosphorylated histone H3 (H3P), 1:250 (Upstate
Chemical, Simpsonville, SC).
Secondary antibody: HRP-conjugated anti-Rabbit with TSA-Alexa568
anti-HRP (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR).

Statistical analyses for immunofluorescence and
immunohistochemistry
Tail-marker analysis: Expression levels were measured using a 450-pixelarea rectangular box drawn using FIJI software. Using the measure function, average gray values were recorded and compared. Statistical comparisons between head versus tail expression levels in wild-type (WT) and
cryptic planarian individuals were made using the software Microsoft Excel
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA) to calculate Student’s t-test (two-tailed distribution, paired samples, unequal variance). Statistical comparisons between
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tail expression levels in WT and cryptic planaria were made using Microsoft
Excel to calculate Student’s t-test (two-tailed distribution, unpaired samples, unequal variance).
Neoblast distribution analysis: A selection extending to 12% of the total
length of the planarian on anterior and posterior ends was made using the
software FIJI (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) and images
were threshold adjusted to eliminate background fluorescence. Using the
count function, the number of neoblasts within the selection was recorded
and plotted over area. Area of the selection was calculated by converting
pixel area to mm2 using scale bars as reference. The neoblast density,
measured in number of neoblasts/mm2, was calculated in Microsoft Excel.
Statistical comparisons of neoblast density were made using Microsoft
Excel to calculate Student’s t-test (two-tailed distribution, unpaired samples, and unequal variance).

and bioelectric analysis using the measure function. Data were neither
added nor subtracted; original images available upon request.

Statistical analysis for phenotypic data
State diagram: The ratio of DH to cryptic morphologies across all experiments was close to 25:75%. The statistical significance of departures
from the fixed 25:75% ratio shown in the state diagram (Fig. 5) was
made using Microsoft Excel to calculate Student’s t-test (two-tailed distribution, unpaired samples, unequal variance).
SCH-28080: Error bars for % phenotypes were calculated using 95%
confidence intervals.

Statistical analyses for bioelectric physiology
Membrane voltage-altering pharmacological
treatments and amputations
SCH-28080 (Sigma-Aldrich) treatments were performed as in Beane et al.
(60). DH were amputated on either side of the two pharynxes then soaked in
SCH-28080 as described. DMSO-treated controls had no effect and DH
phenotype remained persistent. Sample sizes were pooled from three technical replicates.

A box with area proportional to 10% of the length of the planarian was
drawn in the anterior and posterior regions of both WT and cryptic planaria.
Using the measure function in the software FIJI, average intensity values
within the box were recorded. Statistical comparisons between WT and
cryptic tails, as well as between WT and valinomycin þ KGluc-treated
animals, were made using Microsoft Excel to calculate Student’s t-test
(two-tailed distribution, paired samples, unequal variance).

Predictive modeling
Membrane voltage reporter assay
Bis-[1,3-dibarbituric acid]-trimethine oxanol (DiBAC4(3); Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) was used as in Adams et al. (33) and Oviedo et al. (77).
Planaria were amputated to produce pharynx-containing fragments as
above; these fragments were then soaked in PS or 8-OH solution. Planaria
regenerated for at least 21 days when they were scored and sorted according
to cryptic or DH guidelines above. Whole planaria were soaked in
DiBAC4(3) solution for >30 min before imaging and were immobilized using 2% low-melting point agarose and Planarian Immobilization Chips
(78). WT and cryptic regenerates were mounted ventralized and, whenever
possible, imaged on the same chip in tandem so that direct comparisons of
bioelectric physiology could be made. Animals were tracked individually in
multiwell, non-treated cell culture plates (12-well; Falcon/Corning, Corning, NY) then reamputated following the procedure in Secondary and
Tertiary Amputations. Functionality of DiBAC4(3) as a voltage reporter
(33,60,61,77,79–84) was reconfirmed by imaging and comparing WT
worms with animals soaked in a 1 mM valinomycin þ 150 mM potassium
gluconate (valinomycin þ KGluc) depolarization solution (see Fig. S5 for
data and analysis). Voltage profiling data are limited to the outermost few
cell layers, as the depth of dye imaging is limited to, at most, 50 mm
due to opacity and pigmentation of planaria tissues.

Image collection and processing
Membrane voltage (Vmem) images were collected using a model No. AZ100
Stereomicroscope (Nikon, Melville, NY) with a model No. DL-604M VP
camera (Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT), using an epifluorescence
optics FITC filter (GFP HC: 470/40, 495, 525/50), and pseudocolored
images were created using the NIS-Elements imaging software (Nikon).
Vmem images were flat-field corrected using the software MetaMorph (Molecular Devices; https://www.moleculardevices.com/systems/metamorphresearch-imaging). All other images were collected using a model No.
SMZ1500 microscope (Nikon) with a Retiga 2000R camera (Qimaging,
Surrey, BC, Canada) and Q-Capture imaging software (Qimaging). Adobe
Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA) was used to organize figures,
rotate and scale images, and improve visibility of entire image with the
exception of the Vmem images. Quantitative analysis was performed using
the software FIJI, with neoblast counting using the threshold function

A quantitative model of the stochastic branching between cryptic and DH
morphologies across multiple rounds of regeneration was implemented using JavaScript (https://www.javascript.com/) and the HTML5 canvas function. The model can be manipulated and its source code examined at http://
chrisfieldsresearch.com/GJ-memory-model.htm. For model equations, see
Fig. S6.

RESULTS
Editing the bioelectrical network stably alters
regenerative morphology to a stochastic outcome
Planaria exhibit extensive regenerative capacity, where each
fragment regenerates precisely what is missing to complete
a planarian-specific anatomy (i.e., target morphology)
(85–87). Given the widespread biological use of bioelectric
circuits for memory (88,89) and the control of embryonic
organ identity by endogenous voltage gradients (10,67,90),
we investigated the role of bioelectric signaling in regenerative pattern memory. Bioelectric signals are changes in the
spatio-temporal pattern of slowly changing (steady-state)
endogenous anatomical gradients of resting potentials
across many tissue types (6,10). Bioelectric circuits in neural and nonneural tissues employ electrochemical synapses
known as gap junctions (GJ) (91). In planaria, gap junctional
communication (GJC) via innexins and specific Vmem signals are required for proper anterior-posterior (A/P) polarity
(60,69,70). Because planaria are not amenable to channel
misexpression technology, and because RNAi approaches
do not allow transient modulation, we exploited a pharmacological tool that can target electrical synapses in a transient manner. We utilized 8-OH, a widely used GJ blocker
(92,93), to alter the dynamics of the bioelectric network in
planarian fragments. Exposure to 8-OH reduces the ability
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of cells to communicate ionically, partially fragmenting the
long-range circuit and resulting in a greater number of
smaller adjacent isopotential domains (shown and analyzed
in (59)).
Treatment of trunk fragments (planaria that have had
their heads and tails amputated) with 8-OH disrupts A/P polarity producing a DH phenotype, without toxicity, mutagenic effects, or changes in neoblast maintenance (70)
(Fig. 1 A). 8-OH treatment phenocopies the gene-specific
knockdown of three innexins (70), which also produces
the exact same biaxial DH outcome. But unlike injection
of RNAi, which cannot be removed or turned off, our
method allows testing for persistent effects: although it efficiently blocks GJC and thus effectively increases the number of distinct, smaller adjacent regions of unique Vmem
(isopotential domains) (59), 8-OH is known by GC-MS
analysis to efficiently wash out of worm tissues in 24 h
(70). The most remarkable aspect of the DH phenotype
induced by a 48 h 8-OH GJC disruption, is that it is, in
the absence of further treatments, permanent: both heads
can be removed, the middle fragment can be allowed to
regenerate, and the heads removed again multiple times,

over months until the worms are too small to cut, in plain
water long after the original drug is gone. Yet, the DH
morphology recurs in perpetuity (Fig. 1 B), even after spontaneous fission in plain water—the animals’ most common
reproductive mode (see Fig. S1 B), as well as after any additional subsequent rounds of 8-OH treatment (100%, N ¼
100). Thus, species-specific axial pattern can be overridden
by briefly changing the connectivity of a physiological
network. This finding left several key open questions. Can
the physiological state regulate molecular-genetic machinery that normally establishes a tail at the posterior and,
and if so, is there a short window of competence for this
effect? What stable property mediates the information
needed for a fragment to decide to make one head or two?
Why do some animals escape the effects of 8-OH exposure
and regenerate single-headed (SH)? And finally, can DH
worms ever be reset back to normal? Here, we addressed
these unknowns in this fascinating model system.
Importantly, the effects of 8-OH exposure do not convert
all of the animals in an experimental cohort (CRPT; Fig. 1
A)—they exhibit differential responses, even though
they are clonal individuals. Upon treatment with 8-OH

FIGURE 1 Current morphology does not necessarily represent target morphology. Representative
phenotypes following GJ blocker or water treatment
are shown. Conditions: (A) WT D. japonica pharyngeal fragments treated in 8-OH 21 days postamputation, 72% cryptic (CRPT), 25% DH (N ¼ 573). (B)
Twenty-one days postamputation, DH D. japonica
created from pharyngeal fragments treated in
8-OH were recut in water. Heads were completely
removed past the auricles on each side in equal
amounts, 100% DH (N ¼ 100). Left side DH trunk
fragment regenerated the DH shown on the right.
(C) Twenty-one days postamputation, D. japonica
cryptic planaria created from pharyngeal fragments
treated in 8-OH were recut in water. Head was
completely removed past the auricles on anterior
side, and an equal amount was removed from the
posterior side, 77% cryptic (N ¼ 155), 23% DH
(N ¼ 155). Left side cryptic fragment regenerated
the DH shown on the right. Right side cryptic regenerated from another parent cryptic planarian not
shown. (D) WT D. japonica pharyngeal fragments
after an immediate, subsequent transverse amputation can regenerate independent patterning fates
(both DH and cryptic). Scale bars represent 1 mm.
To see this figure in color, go online.
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(N ¼ 593), trunk fragments produce 25% DH planaria,
72% planaria with normal SH A/P polarity (CRPT), and
3% planaria with indiscriminate shapes lacking eyes
completely. At first we considered the morphologically
normal planaria resulting from 8-OH treatment to be escapees—those that failed to be affected by the treatment,
as this kind of partial penetrance is observed with practically
every functional protocol in most published studies. We then
asked: were these animals really escapees, or might control
circuits have been altered in a way that is not yet apparent?
Remarkably, when morphologically normal regenerates
were amputated again, in plain spring water, as long as eight
weeks after the original amputation in 8-OH, it was discovered that they were in fact not normal with respect to their
regenerative outcomes: 23% (N ¼ 155) regenerated as DH
planaria (Fig. 1 C) with true, duplicated anterior structures
(Fig. S2). DH worms were similarly obtained from fragments taken posterior to the pharynx, ruling out the necessity of a specific body region (or one having multiple
pharynxes) for producing the DH phenotype in subsequent
generations. Thus, morphologically normal cryptic planaria
clearly did not escape the effects of 8-OH, but their alteration is not apparent in the intact state: their altered pattern
memory is revealed only upon regeneration, despite their
normal anatomical phenotype. Thus, the SH cryptic fraction
resulting from 8-OH treatment are not WT (which would
regenerate as 100% SH) but are altered so as to generate
the same proportion of SH and DH forms upon multiple subsequent rounds of cutting in plain water (Fig. S3).
It has been reported that very thin fragments sometimes
regenerate DH planarians in water spontaneously (94); however, these fragments were of standard experimental size
normally seen in the field, which never spontaneously
regenerate DHs. Although biaxial DH phenotypes have
been reported classically as so-called ‘‘heteromorphoses’’
(95), and the persistence of DH memory has been shown
(70), this is to our knowledge the first situation in which
completely normal-seeming worms will regenerate to a
radically different bodyplan upon amputation in plain water:
target morphology (the form to make upon future injury)
can be edited to be different than current morphology,
despite the normal high degree of robustness in this highly
regenerative species.
Furthermore, the phenotype is stochastic, in the sense that
discrete outcomes occur in predictable ratios within a
treated population, but individual animals (though clonal
and living in the same environment) regenerate toward
distinct outcomes despite identical experimental perturbation. To test whether the stochastic ratio of anatomical outcomes could be changed by a second exposure to 8-OH, a
separate cohort of cryptic planaria was generated according
to protocol and was amputated, but this time treated in 8-OH
a second time. Again, the same stochastic ratios were seen,
24.5% (N ¼ 439) DH and 75% (N ¼ 439) had normal
morphology. Approximately 0.5% regenerated indiscrimi-

nate shapes without eyes (N ¼ 439). We further confirmed
this anatomical coin-toss by testing adjacent pieces of a
cryptic worm that came from the same A/P level. We found
that the stochastic decision to become DH or cryptic is made
independently by each fragment, rather than determined by
some property of the parent worm, as exhibited by the ability of two transverse pieces of a WT worm fragment to
develop two completely different patterning fates after
8-OH treatment (Fig. 1 D).
To our knowledge, no data have been available on the stochastic nature of anatomical reprogramming. One key
requirement of such a system is that it directs downstream
activity of the genetic programs that establish head and
tail structures. We found that even after posterior identity
at the tail-facing wound is established at the transcriptional
level, anatomical specification can be reversed by subsequent instructive physiological signals, which respecify
both the molecular and the anatomical state of the new tissue (Fig. 2). More importantly, however, the new stochastic

FIGURE 2 Transient GJ inhibition overrides expression of early posterior markers. (A) Planaria were allowed to regenerate for 2 days in water
before they were exposed to a late 3-day treatment in 8-OH. (B) Two
days postamputation, WT D. japonica express early tail markers (FzT) at
the posterior blastema (100%, N ¼ 10). (C) Five days postamputation,
WT D. japonica continue to express tail markers at the posterior end
over a wider area (100%, N ¼ 10). (D) If planaria are treated in 8-OH
from days 2–5, after the posterior genetic program is initiated (see B),
tail marker expression is no longer visible at 5 days (30%, N ¼ 10) or diminished (30%, N ¼ 10). (E) Timeline of late 8-OH treatment. Planaria are
amputated and soaked in water for two days, at which point tail markers
become visible. GJC is inhibited after tail specification using a 3-day
soak in 8-OH from days 2–5. By day 5, the decision is reversed and tail
markers are no longer visible. Scale bars represent 1 mm. n R 10 for
each. To see this figure in color, go online.
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DH pattern has to be somehow stored within the body
of cryptic planaria, so that it can guide the results of subsequent regeneration. What stable histological, cellular,
molecular, or physiological state distinguishes true WT
planaria from normal-looking (SH) cryptic planaria?
Target morphology is not stored via mature
tissues, key early anterior mRNA expression, or
neoblast distribution
Cryptic worms were indistinguishable from normal worms
with respect to a number of key molecular properties, in
addition to their normal anatomy. Cryptic planaria did not
have internal mature anterior structures that could have triggered regeneration of a second head upon amputation. All
DH planaria (100%, N ¼ 5) exhibited strong expression in
both heads of head tissue markers including PC2 (72),
0821_HN, and 1008_HH (74), which are expressed by the
central nervous system, the sensory cells of the anterior
fringe, and brain branches, respectively (Fig. 3, C, F,
and I). In contrast, cryptic planaria (100%, N ¼ 5), like
WT, only exhibited expression of anterior tissue markers

at the single anterior end (Fig. 3, B, E, and H), showing
that cryptic planaria have normal histological A/P polarity
(Fig. 3, A, D, and G).
Likewise, cryptic planaria did not have aberrant expression of early anterior driver genes in their posterior ends.
Focusing on the most essential candidate, we examined
ndk, one of the earliest anterior specification markers in the
planarian (75), commonly used in various planarian species
(96–99) due to its function of regionalizing where brain tissues may form (75). WT planaria cut and regenerated in water express ndk robustly and only in the anterior region where
the cephalic ganglion resides (100%, N ¼ 13; Fig. 3 J). Likewise, SH cryptic planaria also only expressed ndk in the most
anterior region (100%, N ¼ 10; Fig. 3 K). Positive control DH
worms expressed ndk robustly at both ends (100%, N ¼ 10;
Fig. 3 L). Thus, the regeneration of cryptic planaria as DH
is not due to ectopic presence of early essential head-specific
mRNA such as ndk, although it cannot be ruled out that differences could be found by future studies using as-yet undiscovered anterior determinant genes.
To test whether cryptic planarians’ posterior ends might
be destabilized due to failure to express required tail

FIGURE 3 Target morphology is not stored via
mature tissues, candidate early anterior mRNA
expression, or neoblast distribution. Tissue-specific analyses were performed at 21 days postamputation. n R 5 for each. WT D. japonica, cut
and treated in 8-OH (127 mM), went on to regenerate a population of DH and a population of
cryptic planaria. These were compared to WT
D. japonica cut and treated in water as a control.
Regions showing expression pattern are indicated
using green arrows. Regions devoid of expression
pattern are indicated using pink arrows. (A and
B) WT and cryptic planaria express PC2 CNS
marker robustly in the brain and ventral nerve
cords that extend to the tip of the tail whereas
(C) DH planaria express PC2 robustly in a bipolar
fashion at each end of the worm. (D), (E), (G), and
(H) WT and cryptic planaria also express mature
anterior fringe tissues (0821_HN) and brain
branches (1008_HH) only in the head, not in the
tail, whereas (F) and (I) DH express these robustly
at each end of the worm. (J and K) WT and cryptic
planaria are also only limited to robust ndk expression throughout the head region. (L) Conversely,
DH planaria express the early anterior mRNA
ndk robustly at both ends. (M) WT planaria express
FzT tail marker significantly near the tail tip as
compared with the anterior tip (p ¼ 0.0001, twotailed, paired Student’s t-test). (N) Similarly,
cryptic planaria also significantly express FzT tail
marker near the tail tip as compared with the anterior tip (p ¼ 0.0004, two-tailed, paired Student’s
t-test) and is not statistically different from expression seen in WT (p ¼ 0.6313, two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t-test). (O) DH FzT expression comparing
the two heads was not statistically significant (p ¼ 0.4079) All expression levels for FzT were quantitatively measured for comparison using raw images
(450 pixel area, measured function of shaded values; FIJI software used). (P and Q) WT and cryptic D. japonica are devoid of neoblasts (H3P immunohistochemistry, all planes and neoblasts visible) in the region anterior to the eyes. Neoblasts begin immediately posterior to the eyes and extend to the tip of the
tail. (R) DH have this region devoid of neoblasts on both sides of the worm. Overall, cryptic planaria, in terms of these markers, are more similar to WT than
to DH despite the fact that 25% will go on to regenerate DH. Scale bars represent 1 mm. To see this figure in color, go online.
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markers, we probed the expression of frizzled-T (FzT), a key
Wnt receptor gene involved in specification of the posterior
region (100); in addition to obvious qualitative differences,
we also quantified the spatial distribution of the in situ hybridization signal. WT planaria showed the expected significant difference in expression of FzT between heads and
tails (p ¼ 0.0001; Fig. 3 M). Similarly, cryptic planaria
had significantly higher expression of FzT in tails compared
to heads (p ¼ 0.0004; Fig. 3 N). Consistently with this, the
difference in FzT expression between the two heads of DH
worms was not statistically significant (p ¼ 0.4079;
Fig. 3 O). There were no statistically significant differences
in expression of FzT between WT and cryptic planaria (p ¼
0.74, Fig. S2). Thus, cryptic worms’ posterior ends are true
tails indistinguishable from WT tails by expression of FzT;
their altered regenerative pattern is not due to a lack of tail
identity.
Neoblasts in WT and DH D. japonica are absent from the
region anterior to the photoreceptors (Fig. 3, P and R) (101).
If abnormal target morphology was stored in cryptic planaria
via headlike distribution of neoblasts in the posterior structures, this would be revealed by a lack of proliferating cells
near the tip of the posterior region of cryptic planaria. The
distribution of mitotically active cells in cryptic tails using
the standard H3P marker (76) did not resemble the anterior
neoblast distribution (Fig. 3 Q). In cryptic planaria, the anterior neoblast density significantly differs from that in the
posterior tip (p << 0.0001 for each; Fig. S4), whereas differences in average neoblast density between WT and cryptic
tails were not statistically significant (p ¼ 0.3369). This confirms that the neoblast distribution in the cryptic worms’ tails
is not headlike. Thus, cryptic planaria do not maintain their
unique regenerative response via a head-specific distribution
of neoblasts in posterior tissues.
Cryptic planaria have different bioelectric
physiology from normal planaria
Bioelectric prepatterns regulate cell behavior and developmental pattern formation (42,60,61,84,102). We hypothesized that cryptic planarians’ DH regenerative target
morphology could be stored via a change in the bodywide
distribution of cellular resting potentials, especially because
8-OH has been shown to alter bioelectric prepatterns by
generating more isopotential regions of Vmem patterning in
planaria (59). Using DiBAC4(3) voltage reporter, a well-established dye used for characterization of Vmem signatures of
patterning systems in vivo (33,59,60,77), we observed that
mature WT worms have a relatively depolarized anterior region (Fig. 4 A). Crucially, cryptic planaria exhibit a second
(ectopic) region of depolarization near the posterior end,
including the tail (Fig. 4 B). WT and cryptic planaria were
imaged in DiBAC4(3) together in the same field to enable
direct comparison of relative Vmem signatures in a pairwise
analysis.

FIGURE 4 Cryptic planaria have differential bioelectric physiology.
(A and B) Vmem reporter assay using DiBAC4(3). Images are pseudocolored
blue-green. Brighter pixels (green) are more relatively depolarized or positively charged on the inside of cells relative to the outside. Pixels of lower
intensity (blue) are more relatively hyperpolarized or negatively charged on
the inside of cells relative to the outside. (A) WT D. japonica; anterior cells,
particularly around the region of the auricles (orange arrow), are more relatively depolarized than posterior cells. (B) Cryptic planaria also have relatively depolarized anterior cells, especially around the auricles (left orange
arrow) but also have a region of relative depolarization at the tail (right
orange arrow) that is not present in the tail region of WT. (A0 and B0 ) Bright
field images of animals shown in (A) and (B), respectively. Planaria were cut
according to the diagrams shown. (C and D) Resultant regenerates from
amputated planaria represented in (C) and (D). (C) A WT regenerate
produced a planarian with normal polarity after DiBAC4(3) analysis. (D)
Cryptic planaria regenerate a DH phenotype after DiBAC4(3) analysis.
(E) The DH phenotype can be reset with bioelectric manipulation. Planaria
that are DH after 8-OH treatment exhibit a permanent change in target
morphology. When soaked in DMSO upon recutting, planaria consistently
remain DH even after three generations of recuts (100%, N ¼ 102). (F) DH
planaria, recut and treated in hyperpolarizing H,K-ATPase inhibitor SCH28080 show a permanent reset of the target morphology back to the SH
phenotype (34%, N ¼ 102). Scale bars represent 1 mm. To see this figure
in color, go online.

After Vmem analysis, WT and cryptic planaria were brightfield imaged and recut (Fig. 4, A0 and B0 ). DiBAC4(3) exposure had no effect on WT planarian polarity (Fig. 4 C) and
correctly indicates depolarization as verified using a depolarizing treatment consisting of the potassium ionophore valinomycin and potassium gluconate (Fig. S5; (42,60,77,79–
81,103,104)). Cryptic planaria that regenerated DH upon
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recutting (Fig. 4 D) all had shown regions of relative depolarization at the posterior end compared to their paired controls
(p ¼ 0.025; Table S1). Similarly, unlike WT tails that are
significantly more hyperpolarized than WT heads (p <
0.01), cryptic tails are not significantly different from cryptic
heads (p > 0.05). These measurements specifically focused
on animals that went on to form DHs, to understand what
was different about the worms that would change their
anatomical layout upon cutting. This significant relationship
reveals a physiological signature that, unlike the other tested
properties, reveals what changed in the cryptic planaria: they
have a headlike bioelectric state, in at least the surface tissues
of their posterior end, which could be responsible for the DH
regeneration outcome. These data show that bioelectric state
is a unique marker of altered target morphology in anatomically and molecularly normal planaria, which would reveal,
to our knowledge, their novel regenerative pattern upon
future rounds of amputation.
The above data suggest a specific manipulation for
altering the encoded target morphology. To test the instructive, functional role for the voltage gradient we observed,
we asked: can the persistent DH morphology be rewritten
back to a normal WT condition by manipulation of Vmem
gradients? The alteration of subsequent rounds’ animals’
target morphology induced by changes of bioelectric connectivity predicts that directed manipulation of resting
potentials (4,10,59–61,63,67,105–107) could be used to
reverse the worms’ altered anatomical outcomes. Is the circuit we observed a true bistable pattern memory switch?
No gain-of-function (misexpression) technology exists for
planaria; thus dominant channel misexpression (used in other
model systems for control of developmental bioelectricity
(35,108)) was not feasible. We exploited the rich pharmacological toolkit that exists for modulating bioelectric state by
regulating native ion conductances (34). The H,K-ATPase
ion pump inhibitor SCH-28080, validated by gene-specific
knockdown of H,K-ATPase by RNAi, have been shown to
robustly hyperpolarize planarian tissues, as confirmed with
DiBAC4(3) imaging (61); inhibit head identity in amputated
fragments; and suppress ectopic head formation even in the
presence of otherwise DH-producing b-catenin RNAi (60).
However, the effects of hyperpolarization have never been
explored in the context of permanent (multigeneration) DH
phenotypes. Thus, we sought to determine whether we could
reset target morphology back to normal from the most
extreme example of revised target morphology, the persistent
DH state. We observed that 34% of DH planaria (N ¼ 102;
Fig. 4 F) cut and treated with SCH-28080 exhibited normal
SH regeneration, which was persistent across multiple generations, unlike controls in vehicle (DMSO) that continued to
regenerate as DH (100%, N ¼ 102; Fig. 4 E). Similarly, after
hyperpolarization with SCH-28080, the rate of cryptic worm
conversion to the DH phenotype postamputation was
reduced to 1% (N ¼ 100). In all cases, the stable outcome
was WT (SH worms that only give rise to SH worms in sub-
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sequent generations), not cryptic. These functional results
confirm the voltage relevance of our dye pattern: the bioelectric method and data correctly predicted and identified a
functional treatment that efficiently resets the DH state
back to normal.
Most crucially, this was not a transient suppression, but
was stable reprogramming: the resulting SH phenotype remained persistent after at least four consecutive generations
of recuts (34%, N ¼ 102; Fig. S1 C). All control planaria cut
and treated in vehicle (DMSO) remained DH across all generations of recuts (100%, N ¼ 102; Fig. S1 A). Thus, the
altered regenerative anatomical pattern encoded in the
planarian body can be forced back to a WT state by resetting
the bioelectrical circuit—the stable voltage prepattern is
functionally determinative of regeneration outcome.
DISCUSSION
‘‘The so-called ‘polarity’ exhibited in the regeneration of animals has suggested the idea . that the phenomenon might
be related to the outcome of differences in potential in
different regions; or, in other words, of electrical polarity.
. If this relation should be found to exist, there is a further
opportunity of testing the validity of the conclusion in the
case of axial heteromorphosis.’’
—T. H. Morgan (95)

Even in genetically identical populations, individuals can
exhibit heterogeneous phenotypes that could increase fitness
in changing environments (109), drive decisions regarding
cell fate and lineage (110), or lead to differences in overall
shape (59). Several studies (reviewed in (111)) have shown
that target morphology, or pattern memory, can be manipulated, but no endogenous control mechanisms are known.
Here we show that transient inhibition of GJC permanently
alters the shape to which planaria will regenerate, via a stochastic mechanism involving a stable bioelectric prepattern.
This bioelectric prepattern exists at least in the surface tissues of the worm; future development of transgenesis and
tissue-specific promoters in planaria will exploit genetically
encoded voltage reporters to probe which cell types store the
bioelectric state.
The outcomes of planarian regeneration in each of the
observed stable configurations that result from GJ network
perturbation are summarized in a state transition diagram
(Fig. 5). The DH state is a terminal node; worms that
regenerate as DH never spontaneously go back to a cryptic
or WT SH state. However, DH worms can be forced back
to a SH state, and the transition probability of cryptic
worms to DH is almost eliminated by exogenous control of
resting potential, illustrating that the observed bioelectric
depolarization inherent in cryptic worms is a functional
determinant of anatomical outcome. It is possible that
additional modalities for rewriting the target morphology

Bioelectric Control of Target Morphology

FIGURE 5 Change in target morphology is stable and stochastically variable. The percentage of phenotype, CRPT (cryptic/SH) or DH (double
head), was recorded from pharyngeal fragments that were treated in GJ
blocker (8-OH), H,K-ATPase inhibitor (SCH-28080), or water. The DH
phenotype remains permanent, but cryptic planarian regeneration is stochastic, resulting in a 75:25 ratio of SHs to DHs in both water and 8-OH
treatments. To see this figure in color, go online.

will be uncovered in future work; it is likewise possible
that <100% penetrant phenotypes reported throughout
the literature might also reflect other interesting cryptic
effects, which remain to be tested by challenging the
escapees in subsequent experiments. The identification of
reagents that permanently rewrite the target morphology,
and insight into the mechanisms underlying such a change,
have until now been hampered by the stochastic, cryptic
nature of this change (apparent escapees) and the robust
fidelity of the regenerative program in the planarian
under most manipulations. To our knowledge, these data
are the first demonstration in a metazoan organism of
significant changes to the body plan that are stable, stochastic, and induced by a brief and purely physiological
perturbation.
These findings significantly advance our prior work.
Beane et al. (60) showed that depolarization is able to
induce head formation in posterior facing wounds in one
round of regeneration; it was unknown whether this was stable (permanent) or transient. In contrast, the above data
show voltage change to be sufficient to permanently reset
a stable change in the target morphology (the cryptic phenotype) rather than merely affecting the WT state. Oviedo
et al. (70) showed that DH state can be permanent; however,
that study (and those from all other labs) count normal-looking worms as merely indicative of a less-than-fully penetrant phenotype. In contrast, we show that this instead
reveals a subtle and profound change to the animals’ pattern
memory. Lastly, we now show that bioelectric change can
override molecular tail identity even after tail marker is expressed (Fig. 2).

Given that the voltage change induces complete second
heads and resets the DH phenotype to produce tails, it is
very likely that these instructive voltage changes lie upstream
of the endogenous gene networks that are needed to build a
head (86). Bioelectric signaling operates in concert with
downstream target genes and chromatin modifications.
Thus, it is likely that additional components of the DH effect
may include other epigenetic mechanisms that integrate with
bioelectrics to define outcomes above the cell level. Current
molecular models have implicated Wnt signaling as a key
regulator of A/P polarity (reviewed in (112)); however, these
models are currently unable to explain the multigenerational
persistence of the DH phenotype, the nature of stochasticity
or escapees of a given treatment, and the ability of target
morphology to be reset by bioelectric manipulations.
Regardless of the putative genes or epigenetic mechanisms
that may be involved, we found a way to simply bypass the
molecular genetics that influence polarity by altering endogenous distributions of resting potential. This is attractive in
translating this work to regenerative medicine because
bioelectric physiology is a much easier target for treatment
than genetic manipulation.
We suggest a model that correctly predicts the ratio of
cryptic to DH worms for the manipulations performed
(Fig. S6). This model attributes the emergence of the cryptic
state to the breakdown of an organism-wide, GJ- and polarization-dependent axial pattern memory that continuously
amplifies the probability of normal, WT morphology as
the dominant target morphology in the event of injury. It assumes that this pattern memory is implemented by cellular
response to a signal transmitted from anterior to posterior.
The consistently correct regeneration of WT animals would
be the result of active, ongoing suppression by this memory
signal of the stochasticity that would be observed if target
morphologies were allowed to compete on a level playing
field. The model postulates two effects of briefly disrupting
GJ function with 8-OH treatment after an amputation: 1)
memory signal reception is disrupted immediately at the
anterior wound by the amputation, and slowly at the posterior wound by the disruption of GJ-dependent signal transmission, leading to stochastic competition between head
and tail pathways at the posterior wound; and 2) both regenerated heads and regenerated tails are depolarized relative to
the middle of the animal. Stochastic competition between
pathways produces DH worms, whereas the depolarized
tail prevents the WT pattern memory from being reestablished after regeneration, producing the cryptic phenotype.
The depolarized tail of cryptic worms disrupts anterior to
posterior transmission of the memory signal; hence head
and tail pathways compete stochastically at both wounds after further amputations. Externally polarizing the tail of a
cryptic worm reinitiates anterior to posterior transmission
of the memory signal, restoring WT response to further amputations as observed. As recognized from Turing (113)
onward, the implementation of memory signals such as
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postulated here requires dynamic interaction, either in the
form of competition between short- and long-range signals
(114), resonance as implemented in many neural network
models (115), enzymatic amplification of reaction rates, or
some other energy-consuming process. Our current efforts
are aimed at integrating this model and its stochastic dynamics with the recently developed bioelectric simulator
environment (116). We are constructing a comprehensive,
realistic model comprising the known physiology, gene-regulatory networks, and biochemical gradients, which can be
interrogated to extract predictions about specific interventions that will achieve desired outcomes in vivo.
Emergent behavior of physiological networks can supplement the information available from a fixed genomic
sequence. The brain exploited this ancient trick long ago,
as neurons and astrocytes use bioelectrical networks to
maintain and rewrite stable memories not specified by the
genome but rather modified by interactions with the environment (117). We suggest a similar scheme operates in somatic tissues (117). Future work using a combination of
computational modeling platforms (116) and transgenic animals that will allow the use of optogenetics (37,38) will
facilitate high-resolution studies of planarian bioelectric circuitry, including the specific relationship of voltage states
and electrical synapses that determine network topology.
The discovery of rewritable pattern memory and accessible
stochasticity of large-scale anatomical states enable future
efforts to specify the bioelectric code in detail, testing quantitative models of anatomical decision-making that synthesize cell-driven emergence and top-down pattern control
(118,119). It remains to be seen whether the paradigms of
memory encoding in computational neuroscience (117),
and/or other conceptual approaches for understanding cell
coordination toward species-specific shapes, will be the
key that cracks this fascinating problem.
Our results suggest that it is crucial to pursue the understanding of stable physiological circuits with developmental
endpoints, which may provide important sources of epigenetic plasticity and interact with biochemical properties encoded by the genome. Promising avenues for regenerative
medicine may lie in manipulating bioelectric physiology
for the reestablishment of proper morphology. Many ion
transporters are already approved for human clinical use.
If bioelectric physiology plays a role in storing morphology,
these electroceutical drugs could have promise in reintroducing shape and structure that has been lost. Future work
integrating stem cell controls, biochemical networks, and
physiological circuits will enable a new depth of understanding of the origin of anatomical form and applications
to its rational control.
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